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In Minoh City we are implementing the use of the Yellow 
Cloth Strategy in order to quickly confirm everyone's safety!
On 18 June 2018, an intensity level (shindo) lower 6 earthquake struck the northern 
region of Osaka Prefecture. Some of the buildings within Minoh City were partially 
destroyed along with other damage. In the confusion following the earthquake, 
neighborhood associations* implemented the Yellow Cloth Strategy in order to 
quickly check people's safety.
When it comes to saving lives in the event of a large scale disaster, it's very important 
to swiftly check people's safety so that you can quickly find the people who need help. 
In case another disaster strikes, please continue to use the Yellow Cloth Strategy.
*Neighborhood associations include apartment management associations.

In the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake Close to 80% 
of the people who were saved were saved due to human connections
It is impossible for public 
agencies to save everyone if 
an earthquake or other 
disaster strikes. In the Great 
Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake, 
only around 20% of the 
people rescued were saved 
by emergency services such 
as the fire department or the 
police. The other 80% were 
saved by neighborhood 
associations and through 
community connections.

How people were saved during the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake

were saved by people 
in the neighborhood

were saved by 
the fire 
department, 
police and self 
defence forces

We can save more lives by checking the safety of the people around us!

Please check the information about the Yellow Cloth Strategy on the page to the left!

We're implementing the Yellow Cloth Strategy!
Interview with neighborhood association presidents

How to implement the Yellow Cloth Strategy 

Earthquake! Once the shaking ends...
FIRST Put on your shoes, inspect your house and prepare for secondary disasters!  

Wear your shoes 
inside the house

Check if everyone 
in your house is 
safe

Put things that seem 
like they'll fall in an 
aftershock on the 
ground

Secure an exit

Close gas valves

Turn off the electricity breaker

NEXT If everyone is safe, put a yellow cloth outside your house!

After a big earthquake, if everyone in your house 
is safe please hang a yellow cloth (any eye catch-
ing large yellow piece of cloth) somewhere visible 
from outside. 
This way, you are saying "No problem here!" to 
your neighbors!

Hang it on 
your gate! Or out of your 

letterbox!

Any eye catching big yellow piece of cloth is OK!

Handkerchiefs Scrap of cloth T-shirtsTowels

If we carry out th
e Yellow Cloth S

trategy, 

the process spee
ds up!

There's no need 
to knock on ever

y door. 

We will know th
e situation with 

just a glance!
If we don't implement the Yellow Cloth Strategy...
If you don't display a yellow cloth, each 
doorbell must be rung, because until 
someone inside responds we won't know if 
they are safe...

Maybe 
they're out...

Maybe 
they've 
collapsed 
inside...

I have to go 
inside and check 
if they're okay...

Ding dong

Ding dong

If safety checks take time, 
lives can't be saved!

Quick safety confirmation 
saves lives!

For quick safety confirmation, please make sure to have a large yellow cloth at every home!

A yellow
 cloth! 

Everythi
ng here 

is fine! R
ight, on 

to 

the next
!

●　Nyoidani Juutaku management association president: Izumi Masanori

●　Sakura Dai-San Neighborhood Association president: Asada Tetsushi

Nyoidani Juutaku is a large apartment building complex 
with 21 five story buildings. In order to quickly carry out 
safety checks across 610 households we've talked with the 
residents and handed out yellow cloths which the 
residents are to hang in north facing windows if there is 
an earthquake of a shindo lower level 5 or above.  

In this year's Citywide Earthquake Drill those in charge of 
checking each building were able to confirm whether 
there were yellow cloths hung up from outside for all 
residences. They filled out the checklists that had been 
made in advance and were able to carry out the safety 
checks quickly, then report to the management office. In 
order to keep carrying out safety checks smoothly we 
hold periodic disaster drills.  

When disaster strikes, in order for our Yellow Cloth Strategy to go smoothly we 
have a Safety Confirmation Sheet for all 180 households and frequently carry out 
drills. In this year's Citywide Earthquake Drill over 70% of the households put out 
a yellow cloth and we were able to confirm everyone's safety quickly. In order for 
people to act calmly in a disaster we hand out printed instructions for what 
people should do in the case of a disaster and reaffirm these instructions 
through holding drills. 


